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we are
a creative
events agency

//who we are

Deliver
objectives

Help achieve
targets

Challenge
the norm’

Think out
of the box

Safe pair
of hands

Work as your
extended team

Make our clients
look good!

Established in 1994, The Event Business Ltd. is a privately owned and independent company with the
owners at the heart of the business. We have gained a justifiable reputation for our creativity, fanatical
attention to detail and for delivering events that are memorable and highly successful. As a lean,
niche agency we offer our clients a very personal service and good value for money at a premium
quality without either the politics or overheads associated with larger organisations.
You can rely on our creativity, logistical expertise and personal service to plan and deliver supremely
effective events. Everything we do is delivered with imagination, passion and an unquestioned attention
to detail.
We have a very special culture at The Event Business, where people are the most important element;
staff, clients and suppliers.

attention to detail
We always consider the finer points of every event, never compromising on standards and quality. We are thorough in all
that we do; pre-event, on-site and even once it’s all over. Guests are consistently made to feel special as every detail of the
project is scrutinised to obtain the best results.

personal service
We take pride in our bespoke approach to you and to each project. As a lean, niche agency we have the luxury of adapting
immediately to your needs and have the necessary systems and processes in place to do this. We liaise closely with you to
ensure we meet your individual needs and are your safe pair of hands and work as your extended team.

negotiation with 3rd parties
Our whole team receive training in negotiation techniques to ensure we always get the best price for a bought-in service
or supplier. We are not afraid to ask for a discount or better rate and will always pass this onto you as part of our value
added approach.

security
We know that your data and that of your guests or delegates is of utmost importance. We are therefore signed up to the
Data Protection Act (renewed annually) and follow their guidelines. We also have specific systems in place for websites
and data handling.

creativity
We excel in designing and delivering
imaginative, thought-provoking and different
events that surprise and delight. Our team
spans a multitude of creative disciplines and
minds that thrive on coming up with the most
creative and innovative ideas for your event
to ensure maximum attendance and set the
tone and theme - even before guests have
actually arrived.
The event can be marketed beforehand via
different media such as a dedicated website,
personalised e-mails, SMS messages,
invitations (either paper or e-mail)
and joining instructions.

Display

Engagement

Interact ion
Mater ials

Architecture
Brand enhancement

innovation
We keep up-to-date with new technologies and software
that will simplify processes for delegates and the
management of them. We look for innovative equipment
that can be used to engage with guests to ensure their
maximum participation.
We are constantly sourcing new and exciting products and
we make sure we are aware of these by regularly attending
appropriate exhibitions, showcases, reading relevant
magazines and inviting demonstrations from companies.

Space

gy

Fun

Technolo

Experience

Touch

charlotte
greaves
Director

gary
davies
Director

ben
milton
Director

meet the action team
Based near Banbury, Oxfordshire we provide a central location for all our clients throughout the UK. We always value face-to-face
planning and briefing meetings. We currently employ 14 full-time members and over 40 freelance staff which include on-site event
managers plus a team of fully trained Brand Ambassadors for Jaguar, Land Rover, Michelin, Rimmel and Sally Hansen.
The Event Business has a remarkably stable record in terms of staff retention. We attribute this to the fact that we run the business
in a very open and inclusive fashion and allow our staff a great deal of managed freedom and responsibility.

our capabilities
Our enthusiastic team is made up of highly effective multi-taskers with a combined career experience spanning a formidable range
of related disciplines including logistics, project management, worldwide events, production, conferences, delegate management,
corporate hospitality, experiential marketing, film and live music production, graphics and website design.

monica deane
Project Executive

nick harvey
Project Manager

george stirrat
Project Executive

mel quinlan
Project Manager

victoria llewellyn
Senior Project Manager

grace shayler
Project Executive

jenna cox

Senior Project Manager

elena vasile

steve badcock adam thomas steven woods nikki pennell
Warehouse Manager

Project Manager

IT Manager

Design Director

Project Assistant

katie allan
Project Manager
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exhibitions & show stands
press events & product launches
conferences, meetings, dinners & awards
off the wall, design, digital

//exhibitions & show stands

Logistics
Stand design
Asset creation
Graphics
Staffing/brand ambassadors
Structure sourcing
Bespoke build
Supplier/third party management

• Over 110,000 visitors to the show
• Over 650 people experienced the simulator

Southampton Boat Show
The centre of the stand was made up of a large, textured water graphic on which one of Land Rover BAR’s Nacra
training catamarans was exhibited with one hull flying through the air. Around this feature, the six vehicles that made
up the model range were positioned across a raised platform. Experiential activity in the form of a virtual reality sailing
simulator was housed in a waterproof suite to the rear of the stand for visitors to enjoy. Bespoke architectural sail
features and graphic backdrops with exciting imagery completed the look. Among all of this, a private hospitality area
for Land Rover owners was positioned where visitors could take a break from the show and enjoy refreshments.

Michelin Goodwood
Festival of Speed
With Michelin on the front row of the manufacturers
grid, it was imperative that we again create a major
presence alongside the other key players. For 2016,
they wanted a more premium look and feel to their
stand whilst still appealing to a wide audience. Due
to our excellent supplier relationships and inside
knowledge of the event (having worked there for 9
years), TEB managed to secure a unique structure
on behalf of Michelin which was perfect for their
requirements. It had a commanding presence, was
light and airy, in excellent condition as it had only
been used once before and allowed flexibility for
the interior fit-out.
Our design brought to life Michelin’s ‘Track to
Street’ message with great visual impact. We
incorporated four cars on the ‘street’, one on
a tilted plinth, a star car on a raised turntable
and a leaning motorbike for the social media
opportunity. Hospitality was on a raised mezzanine
incorporating excellent views over the Goodwood
track and full view over the stand.

• Open, double height structure for impact
and a light and airy feel
• Excellent flow of people through the stand
• All areas were undercover so not affected by
adverse weather conditions
• Batak Wall used to engage guests and reiterate
the Pilot Sport 4 ‘quick response message’
• Hospitality mezzanine made best use of track
and stand views

Jaguar Land Rover Goodwood Festival of Speed
We built the largest stand any manufacturer had ever created at the show – complete with a tree inside! With strong
branding across the top of the structure, the stand was visible from across the Festival, drawing record numbers
of visitors across the four days. To complement the Land Rover Experience off-road course featured on previous
stands, we created a bespoke Jaguar handling circuit, offering F-TYPE passenger drift experiences. As the only
manufacturer to offer live, on-stand dynamic activity, the event proved a huge success for both brands. In addition
to the driving experiences, the stand also showcased high speed simulators, a retail branded goods area, radio
controlled cars and a private hospitality area upstairs for up to 200 guests.

“It’s so difficult to fully express my appreciation
for what you and your teams (both in JLR and the
extended enterprise) achieved at Festival of Speed
over the weekend…
You landed it: pure and simple… What was
delivered was far above even my wildest imagination,
just pure brilliance.
This was the weekend that we really earned ourselves
a place in the Champions League.
Anyhow, you just moved up the bar about 100ft,
so no pressure there then!
Thank you, thank you so much. Please feel free to
pass on this note to everyone who was involved - at
the end of the day we can create so much ‘stuff’ but
it’s people who really make the difference and the
entire team did just that.”
Jeremy Hicks,
Managing Director, Jaguar Land Rover UK

Retromobile Paris
The stand was already in existence due to the client
requiring re-useable assets. However, there were
new messages to bring to life such as the Jaguar
E-type panels now being made in-house. The result
took a lot of design, coordination and man hours
but became the star of the stand; a life-size AIRFIX
wall displaying the new panels. This feature caught
the attention of everyone passing by and created a
real PR buzz for the Jaguar Classic Parts offering.
Additionally, we mounted an exhaust to one of the
walls and connected up an iPad with speakers,
which allowed visitors to hear the roar of this
iconic car.

• First time exhibiting at the event
• 110,000 visitors over 5 days
• Highest number of new leads taken on any
Special Operations event in 2015
• All of our Brand Ambassadors embraced the
opportunity to swot up on their French!
• Extensive Media coverage due to the
AIRFIX wall

//press events &
product launches

Logistics
Delegate management
Global travel
Location and venue sourcing
Route planning
Asset design and build
Hospitality
Food and beverage
Placements
Drive logistics
Health and safety
Crisis communications
Local authority liaison
Audio visual
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• 6 rotations of 18 journalists each for 2-nights
back to back
• Hosted dinner with the British Ambassador at
his Rome residence
• Four alternative ‘stories’ provided which tied
in with the car or brand
• Helicopter transfers from Rome to Assisi
on arrival

Press Events
Press events combine elements
from all types of events and are
of the utmost importance to the
brand; a well organised press
event can lead to increased and
more positive media coverage.
Typically, when we deliver a
press event, elements include:
 Logistics
 Delegate management
 Travel
 Location and venue
sourcing
 Show stand design and
build
 Asset design and build
 Hospitality
 Food and beverage
 Placements
 Photography
The F-TYPE coupe was revealed
to journalists from lifestyle
publications in Umbria, Italy. A
rolling programme over 9 weeks
gave small groups of journalists
a unique insight to the car and
stories of Umbria.
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Land Rover Discovery Sport Previews
To design and manage a programme of events to preview and showcase the New Discovery Sport to both Retailer
staff and VIP customers/prospects throughout the UK and within a six week period.
We created a seven-venue programme to cover all regions of the UK minimising guest travel time. In order to
maximise viewings, we proposed splitting the day in two with Retailer staff training in the afternoon and customer/
prospect viewing in the evening. Running the event this way made the best use of our client’s budget and engaged
the highest possible number of people. Four vehicles were displayed at each venue and ten Product Managers and
Brand Ambassadors hosted guests.

• Over 700 Retailer staff attended
• Nearly 1500 customers/prospects
• ‘Drop in’ event style adopted for first time,
which was very well received, so guests could
be flexible with their time.
• Interesting venues used, eg. Northern Ballet
Studios & Concorde Centre

All New XF Global Media Drive
Logistics were key; 40 global media per day on a back to back basis over 3 weeks. A premium product was required
at every touchpoint matching the brands’ ethos. A first class race track that would test the vehicles to their limits.
Road drives that would inspire and delight both in variety and vista…not a small task!
The Navarra region of Spain was the chosen location after discounting 7 others. It met all of the above requirements.
Press were flown into major European hubs to connect with a Jaguar charter to a small regional airport to start their
experience. One luxury hotel taken over exclusively for 4 weeks, the race track for 6 weeks, and a government
owned mountain ski restaurant given a dramatic face-lift to be used as a mid-way coffee stop. All in a day’s
work at TEB.

• 40 press per day over 3 weeks back to back
• 32 charter flights from 8 European hubs
• 110 staff to support the event
• 80 vehicles shipped to Spain
• Transformation of 6 concrete pit boxes into a
contemporary presentation suite, restaurant,
lounge, vehicle display, simulator game area
and kitchen

• Over 70 Dynamic XE’s on the track tour
• Exhilarating pro-driven hot laps
in an F-TYPE R AWD
• Dynamic handling experience with XE using
Autonomous Emergency Braking

Jaguar XE Ride and Drive
After considering the number of vehicles available, logistics and budget, it was decided that we should run two
different Ride and Drive experiences. One set of drives would be a dynamic event at race circuits and airfields
across the UK, where the car would be put through its paces in a controlled environment. Also included was a ride
and drive on local roads and to enhance the customer journey, Jaguar F-TYPE hot laps.
The second part of the Ride and Drive programme was a five-week scenic tour going to Goodwood, Peckforton
Castle, Loch Lomond, Haynes Motor Museum and Galgorm Spa in Northern Ireland. This programme was a slimmed
down version of the first utilising the road drive element only.

//conferences, meetings,
dinners & awards

Venue sourcing
Delegate management and communications
Set design
Audio visual
Food and beverage
Partner programmes
Stage management
Show calling
Entertainment
Videography and photography
Delegate engagement
Registration websites

Land Rover Discovery Sport Training Events
A 3-in-1 training event to launch New Discovery Sport to Heads of Business and their Retailer Sales Teams to
experience the vehicle in an on-road and off-road environment. 80 guests per day at a venue suitable to demonstrate
the vehicle’s design, versatility and capability by providing dynamic driving plus a range of interesting/scenic on-road
and off road driving. Accommodation options within an hour of the venue.
A comprehensive venue search of key locations was conducted across the UK & options presented for Northern,
Central and Southern venues. Millbrook Proving Ground with accommodation at Fawsley Hall and The Woburn
Hotel were chosen due to Millbrook’s on-road and off-road capabilities all within one venue, plus its central location
provided ease of access from all over the UK for guests.

• 80 guests per day over
17 rotations
• 45 crew supporting the event
• Complete fit-out of the interior
of Concept 1 at Millbrook
including walls and ceilings
to create a unique training
environment
• Reveal sequence of vehicle
‘driving through a tunnel
of light’

Superdrug Conference
We put forward a range of different ideas including the chosen Tension Fabric Pods. They allowed us to create a
near private space whilst being able to vibrantly brand both sides. They can easily be rebranded to keep up with the
latest active campaigns of each brand.
Each pod was given a destination theme which linked specifically to that brand. A waiting area was set-up outside
the pods to recreate an airport terminal lounge and each delegate was given a Coty passport. Delegates received a
stamp in their passport to confirm they had visited each pod.
Within each pod was a makeup artist/manicurist who would deliver the training through demonstrating on a willing
delegate. There was also a key activity which delegates had to complete as a team before they moved on to ensure
maximum participation and engagement with the Coty brands.

• Vibrant reusable assets which represented
excellent value for money
• 300 - 400 delegates passed through the pods
• Good use of props and activities within pods
• Strong destination theme running through
each brand
• Fun

• Firework display on top of Unite building
opposite the venue
• Surprise Award for the HR director. She was
presenting the award but was unaware that she
was the winner. We had to have two scripts and
presentations one for the rehearsal and one for
the event to ensure she did not find out.
• Trendy, modern nightclub theme at every touchpoint
• Alexander Armstrong hosted the awards
• One of the best hotels we have ever worked with.
The staff were fantastic

Unite Stars Awards 2016
Six hotels were proposed. The Hilton London Wembley was chosen as a result of their flexible space including
the Sky Bar and the Grand Ballroom. The Sky Bar was used for the drinks reception as it had perfect views for the
fireworks display that the client requested from the top of their adjacent student accommodation.
To incorporate the theme a nightclub style entrance was created in the foyer of the Ballroom where a doorman added
to the exclusive access VIP look and feel. The room was dressed with LED cube seating, a circular bar, bubble tubes
and table centres. We worked closely with our AV partners to create a bespoke set for the awards, which included
LED Panels, laser lighting and a disco ball.

Jaguar Land Rover Retailer Conference
and Celebration Ball
For the first time, both the Jaguar and Land Rover brands came together with a joint objective to share business
messages, vision and recognise and reward all their Retailers. The conference was for 210 Retailers with a
Celebration Ball including dinner and accommodation for 560 guests. The Celebration Ball was to be an event
that would be remembered for the rest of the year and in a stunning location.
Venues in London, Edinburgh and Europe were proposed. The challenge was finding conference, dinner and
accommodation venues within close proximity of each other that reflected the brand image and met the requirement
for over 500 for dinner and over 300 bedrooms.
After much deliberation, Edinburgh was chosen for its strong heritage that blends beautifully with innovation and
design, therefore reflecting the objectives of Jaguar Land Rover for this event. It also offered a very cost effective
solution against London.

• Four venues for a 24 hour
event = challenging logistics
that required intricate planning
• Five separate partner
programme activities over four
different locations
• Hosted by Rob Brydon with
celebrity Brand Ambassador
guests Martin Johnson and
Tim Henman
• Entertainment from The Red
Hot Chilli Pipers, Will Young
and The Royal Burgh of Stirling
Pipe Band
• The evening set was built in
two hours!

Jaguar Classic Challenge Awards
As this was the inaugural event, it was imperative that it set the standard and led the way for future years.
However, for the same reason the budget was a challenge and hence we had to look at venues where minimal
dressing and set-up were required. Having scoured London, we found the perfect solution. A highly recognised
venue, centrally located with a tree in the room - what more could you want!? And so The Underglobe at
Shakespeare’s iconic Globe Theatre was chosen. The venue is open to the general public and therefore set-up
could not start until 6pm. With guests arriving at 7.30pm for the cocktail reception, it was all hands on deck to set the
stage, lighting, table decor and run band and speaker sound checks. This is one of those times you rely heavily on
good suppliers. The evening was a great success and exceeded Jaguar’s expectations. We are now planning the
next one and look forward to another great night!

• 110 guests from nationwide locations
• Two hours set-up time
• Lighting a 20 foot internal artificial tree subtly
• Creating a premium race theme without going
overboard on chequered flags
• Choosing a band to fit an age range of 25-65
• Working with a small budget to create a big event

//off the wall

Something different
Challenging the norm
Thinking outside of the box
One-offs
Can’t be done
Unique experiences

Winter BBQ
Based on the Land Rover #HIBERNOT campaign, we were asked to put together an event which focussed on
encouraging people to get outside with their families and embrace the spirit of adventure and explore the great
British winter, whatever the weather.
We know it’s hard to get the family out in the winter months. But it’s worth it. For those that make the effort, winter offers
the richest of rewards and none more than the Winter BBQ... We created a unique setting, choosing a remote hill top
location in Yorkshire. We erected tipis and invited guests to join us for a fantastic day out. A delicious warming BBQ was
served with entertainment for all the family, including remote control cars and speed boats and a treasure hunt through
the woods. The highlight of the afternoon was a surprise acoustic session from an ‘of the moment’
performing artist.

• James Martin flew in to man the BBQ
• Pixie Lott performance around the camp fire
• 6” deep mud
• Gale force winds
• HIBERNOT campaign won awards
• Heaviest snow fall of the year during event
set up

• 200 tonnes of snow made in 7 days
• 14°C = the warmest January for several years
• 2 vehicles on the slope
• 100 branded snow-rings for tobogganing
• 3000 marshmallows toasted over the fire-pit
• 25 snowmen built

Snow Day
The brief was to create a one-off ‘wow’ event that would attract wide media coverage, whilst supporting Land Rover’s
campaign to ‘get outdoors with the family and have fun’. The solution was to create a real snow slope for sledging,
in London, in mid-January.
They said it couldn’t be done – we said “we’ll do it!”

F-PACE Augmented Reality
Our brief was to create hype around the all new F-PACE and generate leads.
Our solution was to select four premium high footfall shopping centres to display
the car whilst providing a complete, seamless turnkey solution of stand design,
management, staffing and control of each venue. However, rather than the normal
proposition of just a car on a plinth, we came up with the idea of using an
augmented reality technology film allowing us to overlay effects to the car on
real time video thus drawing attention to the stand and engaging the public.

• Amazing AR effects including a CGI Jaguar
leaping on and off the car bonnet
• Record leads taken which went way beyond
expectations and smashed targets
• Christmas themed effects tied in with the time
of the year
• TEB nominated for an award within the retail sector

//design

Event collateral
3D renders
Plans
Branding and graphics
Video editing
Digital
Photography
Production
Illustration
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MINI 5-Door Coupe
Reveal
To create a 360° reveal of the new 5-Door Hatch
at five selected Retailers around the UK including
logistics, invitation & event collateral, the reveal and
guest hospitality.

11/08/2014 16:24
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Rugby World Cup
Activation
We were tasked to design a unique 3D sculpture to
showcase Land Rover’s Rugby sponsorship at key
stadiums around the world.

//digital

Connectivity
Security
Website
Mobile apps
Social media
Data management
Analytics

Quarterly Regional Meetings

• Capable of unlimited number of invitees and registrations

To create a registration website enabling sales staff to book themselves onto one of
several meeting days. Each date would be a different venue and have a set limit on
numbers that could register.

• Customised layout designed by in-house designer

Each invitee would receive a bespoke email inviting them to the event by directing
them to the custom built website. They would have unique log on details to access
the registration section of the website where they could select and supply
attendance information. Behind the website a secure database keeps a tally
of registrations to prevent over subscription. Upon confirming
attendance the invitee would receive a confirmation email of the
details they entered.
Client and TEB staff had separate log on details to give them
access to reporting and data extracts.

• Coordination for multiple venues with different booking limits
• Live graphical reporting for client
• Delegate management team to manage hotline and bookings
• Secure site for storing data

• Each HOB had personalised registrations screen based on their requirements
and allocated spaces
• Live reporting for client
• Customise layouts designed to brand guidelines
• HOB able to retrieve staff data

Jaguar F-PACE Training Website
To create a registration website enabling staff to be booked onto one of several
training days. Each invitee would be able to register a different number of staff.
Some staff were to be offered accommodation. Each date has a different limit on
number of places for those with and those without accommodation.
The Head of Business (HOB) would receive a bespoke email inviting them to the
event by directing them to the custom built website. Each HOB would have unique
log on details to access the registration section of the website where they could 		
				
select and supply attendance information. Behind the
				
website a secure database keeps a tally of registrations
				
to prevent over subscription. Upon confirming registration
				
the HOB & invitee would receive a confirmation email of the
				
details entered. Client and TEB staff had separate log on
				
details to give them access to reporting and data extracts.
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charlotte greaves

gary davies

ben milton

e: charlotte@theeventbusiness.co.uk

e: gary@theeventbusiness.co.uk

e: ben@theeventbusiness.co.uk

m: 07718 927 806

m: 07764 377 456

m: 07879 653 453

t: 01295 678 042

www.theeventbusiness.co.uk
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t: 01295 678 042

Unit 16 The Heath
Alkerton Oaks Business Park
Upton Estate, Banbury
Oxfordshire
OX15 6EP

